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A B S T R A C T

We report a new approach toward preparing self-assembled hydrogen-bonded complexes having vesicle and patched spherical structures from two species of block copolymers in nonselective solvents. Two diblock copolymers, poly(styrene-b-vinyl phenol) (PS-b-PVPh) and poly(methyl methacrylate-b-4-vinylpyridine) (PMMA-b-P4VP), were synthesized through anionic polymerization. The assembly of vesicles from the intermolecular complex formed after mixing PS-b-PVPh with PMMA-b-P4VP in THF was driven by strong hydrogen bonding between the complementary binding sites on the PVPh and P4VP blocks. In contrast, well-defined patched spherical micelles formed after blending PS-b-PVPh with PMMA-b-P4VP in DMF: the weaker hydrogen bonds formed between the PVPh and P4VP blocks in DMF, relative to those in THF, resulted in the formation of spherical micelles having compartmentalized coronas consisting of PS and PMMA blocks.

1. Introduction

Diblock copolymers continue to be the focus of an immense amount of research because of their abilities to self-assemble into well-defined nanostructures and sizes. As a result, many types of diblock copolymers have been synthesized and their characteristic nano- and micro-phase separation structures studied in bulk and solution states [1–13]. Polymeric micelles that contain an insoluble block core and are surrounded by a corona of a solvated block can exhibit fascinating nanostructures, including spherical, cylindrical, lamellar, and vesicular micelles [14,15]. In particular, because of their small sizes and high stabilities, polymeric micelles have received significant attentions for use in drug delivery, as templates for the preparation of inorganic nanoparticles (including metals, metal oxides, and semiconductors), and as traps for environmental pollutants or metabolites [16–22].

More-complex macromolecules, such as ABC triblock copolymers, have been attracted much interest in recent years. Although their self-assembly in solution remains somewhat unexplored, several triblock copolymer morphologies have been characterized in both aqueous and organic media. Because the synthesis of ABC triblock copolymers is relatively complex, mixing A–B with B–C or C–D diblock copolymers is a somewhat simpler approach toward exploring these systems’ morphological behavior. The simplest case involves mixing an A-b-B diblock copolymer with a C homopolymer or a C-b-D diblock copolymer in solution state. If specific interactions exist between the C block and one of the blocks in the A-b-B, inter-polymer complex micelles can be formed from the complementary polymers [23–27]. The assembly of such non-covalently bonded micelles can be mediated by inter-polymer hydrogen bonding [28–37], electrostatic interactions [38–41], and metal–ligand coordinative bond [42,43]. In general, the shapes of these supramolecular structures can be classified into three types: (i) core–shell spherical micelles having an insoluble complex core and a
soluble block as the corona \([33,37]\), (ii) onion-type (core–shell–corona (CSC) micelles) having an insoluble core A, a shell composed of a B–C inter-polymer complex, and a corona formed by a soluble block D \([31,32]\), and (iii) vesicles from A-b-B and C-b-D copolymers having two insoluble segments (A and D) and mutually interacting B and C blocks \([28–30,44]\). If the two blocks composing the core are sufficiently large and mutually immiscible, they will most likely segregate into different phases, forming two separate compartments in the core of the micelle. Nevertheless, depending upon the molecular structure of the segments, diverse morphologies can be expected for a multi-compartmentalized core \([45,46]\). Micelles displaying a compartmentalized corona have been observed also for systems possessing two immiscible coronal blocks \([28–30]\).

Herein, we report a facile method for the preparation of stable micellar complexes in nonselective solvents mediated by the hydrogen-bonding interactions between poly(styrene-b-vinyl phenol) (PS-b-PVPh, denoted “A-b-B”) and poly(4-vinylpyridine-b-methyl methacrylate) (P4VP-b-PMMA, denoted as “C-b-D”). Because the P4VP and PVPh blocks contain strong proton acceptor groups and strong proton donor groups, respectively, strong hydrogen bonding occurs between these donors and acceptors in THF and DMF solutions, as has been demonstrated by FTIR spectroscopy. In addition, it is well known that the solvent medium plays an important role in affecting or controlling the types of complex formed \([47,48]\). For instance, the PVPh/P4VP mixtures yield the complex precipitates in THF, whereas no precipitation occurs from DMF. Because solvent molecules can also participate in hydrogen-bonding interactions, they compete with P4VP for binding with the hydroxyl groups in PVPh. The affinity of the hydrogen bond acceptor can be estimated by comparing the difference between the IR absorption frequencies \((\Delta \nu)\) of hydrogen-bonded and free hydroxyl units of phenol (a model compound for PVPh) \([44]\). Using this approach, THF is found to be a relatively weaker hydrogen bond disrupting solvent that it does not allow the formation of the inter-polymer complex \([47,48]\). In previous studies, we concentrated on determining the effect of hydrogen bonding on polymer miscibility and inter-polymer complexation \([49–54]\). Base on our long-term interest in polymer miscibility and complexation through hydrogen bonding, we are extending our studies to investigate new approaches toward hydrogen bond-related polymer micellization. Most importantly, the polymer chain behavior of PVPh/P4VP systems in solvents that are less polar solvent than DMF, such as THF, dioxane, acetone, and methanol tends to result in complex aggregates, whereas they form separated chains in DMF \([55]\). The PVPh blocks interact with P4VP chains in these inter-polymer hydrogen-bonded complex micelles. París of block copolymers have been observed to self-assemble into the form of vesicles in THF solution [mediated by strong hydrogen bonds between PVPh and P4VP] and patched spherical micelles in DMF solution [PVPh/P4VP] cores surrounding by mixed PS and PMMA chains in the corona]. Scheme 1 provides a schematic illustration the formation of inter-polymer hydrogen-bonded complexes induced by hydrogen-bonding interactions between P4VP and PVPh blocks in two types of nonselective solvents.

2. Experimental

2.1. Diblock copolymers syntheses

Diblock copolymers of poly(styrene-b-4-tert-butoxyxystyrene) (PS-b-PrBOS) were synthesized through sequential anionic polymerization of styrene followed by 4-tert-butoxyxystyrene using sec-butyl lithium as the initiator \([56,57]\). After the polymerizations were complete and then quenched with degassed methanol. The product was precipitated in methanol and dried in a vacuum oven. This precursor block copolymer was hydrolyzed to PS-b-PVPh by heating them in 1,4-dioxane for 24 h under reflux at 85 °C in the presence of concentrated HCl as the catalyst. The final product was neutralized and purified through the Soxhlet extraction with water for 72 h before being

![Scheme 1. Models of micelle formation mediated by hydrogen-bonding interactions between SVPh/MVP diblock copolymers mixtures.](image-url)
dried under vacuum at 80 °C. A detailed description and characterization of the procedure has been reported previously [58,59]. The block copolymers are designed as PS90–b-PVPh10 (SVPh90-10) and PS20–b-PVPh80 (SVPh20-80), where the numbers in parentheses are the molecular molar fractions (mol%). Diblock copolymers of poly(methyl methacrylate-b-4-vinylpyridine) (PMMA-b-P4VP) were synthesized using the same polymerization procedure. Total molecular weights of these two kinds of block copolymers and their mole fractions are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. Preparation of PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP micelle solutions

For the solution assembly of PS-b-PVPbPh and PMMA-b-P4VP, these two diblock copolymers were dissolved individually in common solvents (THF and DMF), filtered through a membrane having a nominal pore size of 0.2 μm to remove dust, and then mixed at ambient temperature. Mixtures of desired solutions with PS-b-PVPbPh/PMMA-b-P4VP (Mn(Mn/P) molar ratios ranging from 0.25 (1:4) to 2 (1:0.5) were stirred for more than 24 h at room temperature. The PVPh block is expected to interact with the P4VP units through hydrogen-bonding interactions. These diblock copolymers were mixed in THF and DMF solutions, both of which are good solvents for PS and PMMA blocks, leading to formation of micelles possessing a PVPh/P4VP core surrounded by a mixed corona of PS and PMMA blocks.

2.3. Characterizations

IR spectra were recorded at 25 °C at a resolution of 1 cm⁻¹ on a Nicolet AVATAR 320 FTIR spectrometer using polymer films that had been cast onto KBr pellets from THF or DMF solution and then vacuum-dried. All FTIR spectra were obtained within the spectral range 4000–400 cm⁻¹ from 32 scans collected at a resolution of 1 cm⁻¹; the samples were purged with nitrogen to maintain each film’s dryness. The hydrodynamic diameters of the assemblies were measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Brookheaven 90 plus instrument (Brookheaven Instruments Corporation, USA) equipped with a He–Ne laser operated at a power of 35 mW at 632.8 nm. All DLS measurements were performed using with a wavelength of 632.8 nm at 25 °C and an angle of 90°. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies, a drop of the resulting micelle solution was sprayed onto a copper TEM grid covered with a Formvar supporting film that had been pre-coated with a thin film of carbon. All samples were left to dry at room temperature for 1 day before observation. After 1 min, the excess solvent was blotted away using a strip of filter paper. All samples were stained with ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) or iodine (I2) and then viewed under a Hitachi, H-7500 transmission electron microscope (TEM) operated at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. In TEM images, RuO4 staining generally results in P4VP, PVPh, PS, and PMMA blocks appearing with dark, intermediate, light, and very light contrasts, respectively; the P4VP domain is stained selectively with I2.

3. Results and discussion

We used IR spectroscopy, TEM, and dynamic light scattering to analyze the non-covalently connected polymeric micelles formed from mixtures of PS-b-PVPbPh and PMMA-b-P4VP diblock copolymers. In THF or DMF solvent, both are good solvents for PS and PMMA blocks, the micelles that formed possess PVPbPh/P4VP cores surrounding by mixed coronas of PS and PMMA blocks. Although the hydrogen-bonding interactions between the PVPh and PMMA blocks is substantially weaker than those between PVPbPh and P4VP, these interactions cannot be disregarded, especially at higher PVPh contents.

3.1. Infrared analyses

FTIR spectroscopy has been applied to the analysis of numerous diblock copolymers and blends that interact intermolecularly through hydrogen bonding [49]. The strength of complexation through hydrogen bonding is strongly influenced by the solvent used. Fig. 1 displays room-temperature IR spectra of the hydroxyl group stretchings of the PS-b-PVPbPh/PMMA-b-P4VP mixtures cast from THF and DMF solutions. The spectrum of pure PVPh shows two unresolved bands in the hydroxyl-stretching region, corresponding to the free hydroxyl units at 3525 cm⁻¹ and a broad band centered at 3400 cm⁻¹ for the absorption of self-associated hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl groups. The peak frequency of the broad band shifts to lower wavenumber in the spectrum of the 1:1 PS-b-PVPbPh/PMMA-b-P4VP diblock copolymer blends, and becomes broader than pure PS-b-PVPbPh copolymer, reflecting that a new distribution of hydrogen bonds had resulted from competition between the hydroxyl–hydroxyl [within the pure PVPh], hydroxyl–pyridine [between PVPbPh and P4VP], and hydroxyl–carbonyl [between PVPh and PMMA] interactions. In the THF system, we observe a lower intensity of the signal for the free hydroxy-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diblock copolymers</th>
<th>Mn (1st segment)</th>
<th>Mn (2nd segment)</th>
<th>Mw/Mn</th>
<th>Mole fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ψS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS90–b-PVPh10 (SH90-10)</td>
<td>37,500</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS20–b-PVPh80 (SH20-80)</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA90–b-P4VP20 (MVP80-20)</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>4300</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA15–b-P4VP65 (MVP35-65)</td>
<td>7450</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Obtained from GPC analysis.

*b* Calculated from 1H NMR spectrum.
xyl groups and a lower wavenumber (3280 cm$^{-1}$) for the broad band than those in the DMF system (3360 cm$^{-1}$), suggesting that stronger hydrogen-bonding interactions occur in THF than in DMF [49].

Fig. 2 presents several regions of the IR spectra recorded at room temperature of various PS$_{20}$-b-PVP$_{80}$/PMMA$_{35}$-b-P4VP$_{65}$ (SH20-80/MVP35-65) mixtures namely the (A) hydroxyl stretching (2700–3800 cm$^{-1}$), (B) carbonyl stretching (1670–1760 cm$^{-1}$), and (C) pyridine ring absorption (970–1030 cm$^{-1}$) regions, which are all influenced by hydrogen-bonding interactions. Clearly, the hydroxyl stretching intensities of the SH20-80/MVP35-65 mixtures shifted to lower wavenumber upon increasing the PMMA$_{35}$-b-P4VP$_{65}$ content, as indicated in Fig. 2(A). In addition, the hydroxyl stretching band broadened because it was composed of contributions from several different environments surrounding the hydroxyl groups, i.e., many different types of hydroxyl groups are present in the SVPh20-80/MVP35-65 mixtures. The signals for hydroxyl groups that formed inter-association hydrogen-bonds with pyridine rings appeared at relatively lower wavenumber than hydroxyl–carbonyl group (depending on the PMMA$_{35}$-b-P4VP$_{65}$ diblock copolymer content). At a lower PS-b-PVP content, most hydroxyl groups are hydrogen bonded with pyridine groups revealing that the interaction between PVP and P4VP becomes dominant and at a lower

![Fig. 1. FTIR spectra, recorded at room temperature, of the hydroxyl region of the diblock copolymer mixture (1/1 molar ratio) cast from THF and DMF solutions.](image)

![Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of SVPh20-80/MVP35-65 in THF at room temperature: (A) hydroxyl stretching band (2700–3800 cm$^{-1}$), (B) carbonyl stretching band (1670–1760 cm$^{-1}$), and (C) pyridine ring absorption (970–1030 cm$^{-1}$).](image)
As the molar ratio PMMA-P4VP increased, we fraction of hydrogen-bonded carbonyl groups are decreased, indicating that the hydrogen-bonding interaction between PVPh and P4VP is stronger than interaction PVPh and PMMA. In addition to the hydroxyl and carbonyl stretching regions, the characteristic signals of the pyridine rings are also sensitive to the extent of hydrogen bonding. Herein, we used the band at 993 cm$^{-1}$ as a probe to characterize the hydrogen-bonding interactions between the hydroxyl groups of PVPh and the pyridine groups of P4VP; unfortunately, the band at 1590 cm$^{-1}$ for P4VP was difficult to analyze because of its overlap with the band at 1600 cm$^{-1}$ for PVPh. Fig. 2(B) presents scale-expanded infrared spectra in the range 970–1030 cm$^{-1}$ measured at room temperature for various SVPb20-80/MVP35-65 copolymer mixtures. Pure P4VP has a characteristic band at 993 cm$^{-1}$ corresponding to the absorption of the uncomplexed pyridine ring. We assign this band as the new band at 1006 cm$^{-1}$. We assign a characteristic band at 993 cm$^{-1}$ to the absorption of an uncomplexed pyridine ring. We assign a characteristic band at 993 cm$^{-1}$ to the absorption of an uncomplexed pyridine ring.

Table 3
Summary of the self- and inter-association equilibrium constants, and their thermodynamic parameter of PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP at 25 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>$V$</th>
<th>$M_w$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$K_2$</th>
<th>$K_B$</th>
<th>$K_A$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVPh$^a$</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4VP$^b$</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1400$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA$^a$</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>100.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS$^a$</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>104.0</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$V$, molar volume [ml/mol]; $M_w$, molecular weight [g/mol]; $\delta$, solubility parameter (cal/ml)$^{1/2}$; DP, degree of polymerization; $K_2$, dimer self-association equilibrium constant; $K_B$, monomer self-association equilibrium constant; $K_A$, multimer self-association equilibrium constant.

Table 2
Curve fitting of hydrogen bonding results of PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP at 25 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP</th>
<th>Free carbonyl</th>
<th>H-bond carbonyl</th>
<th>$f_b^{C=O}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v$, cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$W_{1/2}$, cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_b$ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure PMMA</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP</th>
<th>Free pyridine ring</th>
<th>H-bonded pyridine ring</th>
<th>$f_b^{Pyridine}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$v$, cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$W_{1/2}$, cm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$A_b$ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pure P4VP</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/1</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ $f_b^{C=O}$, fraction of hydrogen bonding carbonyl = $\frac{A_b^{CB}}{A_b^{CB} + A_b^{HC}}$

$^b$ $f_b^{Pyridine}$, fraction of hydrogen bonding pyridine = $\frac{A_b^{Py}}{A_b^{Py} + A_b^{HCPy}}$
\( \Phi_B, \Phi_A, \text{and } \Phi_C \) are the volume fractions of repeat units in the blend, \( \Phi_{B1}, \Phi_{A1}, \text{and } \Phi_{C1} \) are the volume fractions of isolated units in the blend, and \( r_A = V_A/V_B \) and \( r_C = V_C/V_B \) are the ratios of segmental molar volumes.

The self-association constants of PVPh (\( K_2 = 21.0 \) and \( K_B = 66.8 \)) and the inter-association constant between PVPh and P4VP (\( K_C = 598 \)) have been determined [49]. The inter-association constant \( K_A \) value is determined directly from a least squares fitting procedure based on the fraction of hydrogen-bonded carbonyl experimentally obtained in the binary PVPh/PMMA blend (\( K_A = 37.5 \)) [49]. Table 3 lists all the parameters required by the PCAM to estimate thermodynamic properties for these blends. If we know these equilibrium constants (\( K_2, K_B, K_C, \text{and } K_A \)) and segment molar volumes, the fraction of hydrogen-bonded carbonyl group and pyridine can be calculated from Eqs. (1)–(5) using \( f_{HB} = 1 - \frac{\Phi_C}{r_C} \). Therefore, the predicted fraction of hydrogen bonding of carbonyl groups shown in Fig. 3 can be calculated numerically.

Fig. 3 plots the experimental data and the prediction curves by using the PCAM model of PMMA-b-P4VP/PS-b-PVPh vs. PS-b-PVPh weight fraction of these four blend systems from the FTIR of hydrogen-bonded carbonyl and pyridine region. It is worth to note that there is a large negative deviation of PMMA hydrogen-bonded carbonyl group, but gives a slight deviation of P4VP hydrogen-bonded pyridine group from PCAM prediction curve. Clearly, increase the composition of PVPh in block copolymers, the larger deviation from experiment and prediction data was found in hydrogen-bonded carbonyl group, but gives only a relatively smaller deviation in hydrogen-bonded pyridine group. The main reason from deviation is the inter-association equilibrium constant of PVPh/P4VP is significantly greater than PVPh/PMMA, thus the PMMA would exclude from PVPh/P4VP phase. The microphase separation of PMMA block would decrease the inter-

3.2. Structures and properties of PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP micelles in THF solution

We used TEM to characterize the various morphologies of these non-covalently bond micelles. Here, we discuss the structure of the PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP system, which comprised two asymmetric block copolymers, with similar molecular weights and lengths of the PVPh and P4VP blocks, where the attractive interactions between the PVPh and P4VP blocks allowed complementary polymer pairs to assemble into micelles. Firstly, we describe TEM images of SVP90-10/MVP80-20 hydrogen-bonded complexes formed in THF solution at various ratios. TEM images of the 1:2 and 1:1 SVP90-10/MVP80-20 systems, stained with I\(_2\), are presented in Fig 4(A) and (C), respectively. These images display structures in the shape of highly polydisperse hollow spheres, but further information was difficult to achieve because of poor contrast. Therefore, we performed additional staining with RuO\(_4\); Fig. 4(B), (D), and (E) display the comparative results. The contrast in the images of these RuO\(_4\)-stained complexed micelles was better than in the images obtained with I\(_2\) staining; indeed, it became clear that these complex micelles all possessed vesicular structures.

Because PVPH contains the strong proton donor groups and P4VP behaves as a proton acceptor through the nitrogen atoms on its pyridine rings, the P4VP blocks probably formed intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the PVPh blocks. The inter-polymer hydrogen-bonded complexation between PS-b-PVPh and PMMA-b-P4VP would lead to the formation the cores of PVPh/P4VP chain aggregates with strong hydrogen-bonding interactions, low chain mobility.
and swollen structures. As a result, the packing parameter will increase and the formation vesicles will be favored. Therefore, the vesicular complexes that formed in THF solution were surrounded by PMMA and PS chains. These micellar complexes are predicted to be very stable presumably because the PMMA and PS chains are soluble in THF; and enhance their stabilities in THF solution, therefore, these micelles do not precipitant in THF, which is contrast with the PVPh/P4VP homopolymer blend complexes [47,48].

Due to the strong hydrogen bonding between PVPh and P4VP blocks, the bound block possess extended conformation, which allows the bound copolymers chains to pack in parallel to form micelles with lamellae structures. At last it turns to vesicles in solution for minimizing surface energy. Therefore, the vesicular complexes are formed and surrounded by PMMA and PS chains in THF solution. These micellar complexes can be predicted to be very stable since these soluble PMMA and PS chains enhance the vesicular complex stabilities in THF solution. We believe that the in-

---

**Fig. 4.** TEM images of SVPh9-1/MVP8-2 hydrogen-bonded complexes in THF solution. (A) SVPh9-1/MVP8-2 = 1/1 and was stained with I₂ (B) SVPh9-1/MVP8-2 = 1/1 and was stained with RuO₄ (C) SVPh9-1/MVP8-2 = 1/2 and was stained with I₂ (D) SVPh9-1/MVP8-2 = 1/2 and was stained with RuO₄ and (E) RuO₄ stained sample of SVPh9-1/MVP8-2 = 1/0.5.
ner and outer layer polymer chains of vesicle are formed by PMMA and PS majority, respectively, because dark spots (PS staining with RuO₄) are outside aggregates as shown in Fig. 4B. Besides, PS and PMMA segments are mutually incompatible and immiscible and the PMMA also have the intermolecular hydrogen bonding with the PVPh based on FTIR analysis in Fig. 2(B). Therefore, the resulted vesicular complex is composed of an outer layer of PS block majority, a PVPh/P4VP complex aggregated wall, and an inner layer of PMMA block majority. The formation of the micellar complexes through hydrogen-bonding interaction between PVPh and P4VP in THF is schematically shown in Scheme 1 closed that shown in previous study [61].

Fig. 5 displays two differently sized vesicular micelles obtained at a PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP ratio of 1:4 (M₁/M₂ = 1/4). Because RuO₄ was used to stain the sample, the visible part of the micelles must consist of PS, PVPh and P4VP blocks. Fig. 5(A) shows that some dark spots are present inside the larger vesicular micelles, but not fully in the hole; nevertheless, the dark spots of these larger vesicles are different from those observed in Fig. 4. We speculate that small aggregates and bilayers were formed during the early stages of micellization at a higher P4VP block content; these small aggregates were then underwent a wrapping process to form curved bilayers. As a result, the larger vesicular micelles contained some small aggregates, which appear as dark spots inside the vesicular micelles in Fig. 5(A). The enlarged image of the smaller-sized vesicles in Fig. 5(B) indicates that they possessed structures similar to those of regular vesicles.

Fig. 6 shows TEM images of mixtures of two block copolymers of longer complexation lengths (SVPh20-80/MVP35-65) at various molar ratios; the samples were stained with RuO₄ vapor. These micellar morphologies of SVPh20-80/MVP35-65 at 1/2, 1/1, and 1/0.5 molar ratios all exhibited vesicular structures [Fig. 6(A)–(C), respectively]. Thus, the inter-polymer hydrogen-bonded complexation between PS-b-PVPh and PMMA-b-P4VP in THF solution resulted in vesicular structures, regardless of the copolymer compositions, or and the molar ratio. The complexation between PVPh and P4VP blocks in THF favored to formation of vesicles in order to decrease the interfacial energy.

Fig. 5. (A) TEM images of RuO₄-stained samples obtained from a THF solution of SVPh90-10/MVP90-20 (1/4). (B) Enlarged view of the small vesicular micelles in the sample in (A).

Fig. 6. TEM images of RuO₄-stained micelles formed in THF through inter-polymer hydrogen bond-mediated complexation of SVPh20-80/MVP35-65 at molar ratios of (A) 1/2, (B) 1/1, and (C) 1/0.5.
3.3. Structures and properties of PS-b-PVPh/PMMA-b-P4VP micelles in DMF solution

As we mentioned above, the hydrogen bonding between PS-b-PVPh and PMMA-b-P4VP in DMF is relatively weaker than that in THF solution as demonstrated by FTIR in Fig. 1. As a result, we expected to exhibit different morphologies compared with THF solution because of the higher mobility and swelling of the cores comprising the PVPh and P4VP blocks in DMF solution.

Initially, we used dynamic light scattering (DLS) to characterize the structures formed from the diblock copolymer mixtures in DMF. We analyzed the experimental correlation function using the cumulant method and the CONTIN algorithm, as described previously [50]. The Stokes–Einstein approximation was used to convert the diffusion coefficient into the form of the hydrodynamic diameter \( D_h \). Fig. 7 reveals that dependence of the hydrogen-bonding interaction on the PS\(_{90}\)-b-PVPh\(_{10}\)/PMMA\(_{80}\)-b-P4VP\(_{20}\) \( (M_{SH90-10}/M_{MMVP80-20}) \) ratio was complicated at a given polymer concentration. At an \( M_{SH90-10}/M_{MMVP80-20} \) molar ratio of 1/1, the largest peak associated with polymer aggregates appeared at a broad signal ca. 170 nm, providing direct evidence for hydrogen-bond mediated aggregate formation in PS\(_{90}\)-b-PVPh\(_{10}\)/PMMA\(_{80}\)-b-P4VP\(_{20}\). At an \( M_{SH90-10}/M_{MMVP80-20} \) ratio of 1/2, the CONTIN size-distribution graph of this solution displayed a distribution equally as broad as that observed at 1/1 molar ratio. For the \( M_{SH90-10}/M_{MMVP80-20} = 1/0.5 \) mixtures, we observed micelles having a value of \( D_h \) of 100 nm. In addition, when the ratio was 1/1, 1/2, and 1/0.5, the DLS data contained small peaks located within the ranges from 6 to 12 nm, indicating that individual polymer chains were present. When the ratio was 1/0.5, the intensity of the small peak was highest, implying that more free polymer chains are existed as a result of an excess of donor group from the PS\(_{90}\)-b-PVPh\(_{10}\) diblock polymer in the mixture. When the ratio was 1/4, only a monomodal distribution of micelles appeared, i.e., the small peak did not exist, suggesting that nearly all of the copolymer chains participated in the micelle blend. In addition, when the ratio was ca. 1:4, the value of \( D_h \) was minimized, implying that hydrogen bonding between PVPh and P4VP blocks was optimal at a lower PVPh content.

Fig. 8 illustrates several TEM images of the structures formed from SVPPh90-10/MVP20-80 mixtures with various molar ratios in DMF. At a molar ratio of 1/4, we observed star-like micelles [Fig. 8(A)]; the presence of a dark core surrounded by a halo shell was confirmed by the optical density profile of the materials stained by I\(_2\) at large magnification in Fig. 8(A). These cores, which formed through the hydrogen-bonding interactions between PVPh and P4VP blocks, were surrounded by coronas of soluble PMMA and PS chains. Because this copolymer mixture in DMF possesses relatively weaker hydrogen bonds in the core and higher solubility of its corona chains, the PVPh/P4VP blocks in the core have higher mobility and higher repulsion exists among the coronal chains (PS and PMMA blocks). Together, these phenomena induce the formation of spherical micelles, but with a mixed corona resulting from the presence of two different types of coronal blocks. In general, four types of mixed coronal spheres can exist [62]: (a) Janus (two-faced) spheres [63], (b) patched spheres [64–66], (c) uniformed spheres [67,68], (d) micelles having mixed coronas (no chain segregation) [30]. In our mixed diblock copolymer system, the coronal chains of PS and PMMA blocks were immiscible, and, therefore, they must likely formed spheres with chain-segregated coronas. Although, we could not detect such chain-segregated coronas when staining with I\(_2\) because of poor selectivity between the PS and PMMA chains, we could contrast the micelles through RuO\(_4\) staining to highlight the phase selectivity of their PS, PVPh, and P4VP blocks [Fig. 8(B)]. Small black spheres, resulting from different molecular...
weights of the PMMA and PS chains and their immiscibility, are clearly observed on the surfaces of the spherical micelles, indicating that the spheres must be of patched form; the image in the Scheme 1 present a schematic illustration of the micelles’ structures. The diameter of these micelles, as measured from the TEM images, were within the range 50–55 nm, which are smaller values than those measured from DLS data; this situation arose because the samples for TEM observation were prepared through evaporation of the micelle particles and thus, chain collapse and micelle shrinkage was unavoidable. Although PS and PMMA chains are highly immiscible, we did not observe a Janus sphere in this case because DMF is a good solvent for both PS and PMMA chains. Two immiscible binary polymer blends can become miscible through the addition of a large amount of a good solvent, even though the PS and PMMA chains remain intrinsically immiscible. As a result, the patched sphere structure is a compromise phenomenon between these two phenomena.

By increasing the SVPh90-10/MVP80-20 content to molar ratios of 1/1 and 1/2, more rod-like micelles were formed [Fig. 8(C) and (E)]. The different morphologies that
formed upon varying the PS80-b-PVPh10 contents can be attributed to the increased number of donor groups of the PVPh blocks in the mixture. The original spherical micelles were surrounded by long PMMA chains, which can also act as proton acceptors, including hydrogen bonds between the PVPh and PMMA units, as indicated in Fig. 2(B). As a result, the rod-like micelles formed through intermolecular association between the PMMA corona and the PVPh core, with extended PMMA chains tending to penetrate into other spherical cores. We suspect that such phenomena explain why the spherical and rod-like micelles coexisted at higher PS-b-PVPh content in DMF system. When the samples were stained with RuO4, the diameters of the spherical and rod-like micelles appeared to be slightly larger than those observed after I2 staining [Fig. 8(D)] because the PS and PVPh blocks could be visualized also in the core–shell structures of the micellar aggregates. Because both spherical and a large number of rod-like micelles coexisted, the DLS measurements detect a broader distribution of micelles with a larger hydrodynamic diameter. At a copolymer mixture ratio = 1/0.5, fewer rod-like micelles were present (Fig. 8(F)) because of an excess of proton donors PS90-b-PVPh10 (or a lower content of proton acceptors PMMA80-b-P4VP20 content), fewer PMMA chains penetrating into other spherical cores, and some PMMA chains tending to shrink around the core by itself. Therefore, the majority of the bumpy spherical micelles observed at a molar ratio of 1/0.5 have a higher mean diameter than those at the 1/4 ratio. Fig. 8(F) shows a TEM image with high contrast for each spherical micelle, indicating that the longer PS blocks collapsed onto these surfaces so that the two phases (core and corona) could be distinguished clearly.

When the mixtures of the two block copolymers contained longer proton donor and acceptor lengths (SVPh20-80/MVP35-65) at various molar ratios, all of the micellar structures were spherical at 1/2, and 1/1 molar ratios [Fig. 9(A) and (B), respectively]. No rod-like micelles existed in the SVPh20-80/MVP35-65 systems at any composition because this system possesses much shorter coronal PMMA chains than did the SVPh90-10/MVP80-20 system. Shorter coronal PMMA chains have relatively fewer intermolecular interactions with the PVPh core and are unable to penetrate into other spherical cores. The spheres also appeared to be of patched form, but with larger cores than those obtained in the shorter inter-polymer hydrogen-bonding system. Fig. 8(C) presents the corresponding DLS results at molar ratios of 1/2, 1/1, and 1/0.5. Additional small peaks appeared in the ranges from 6 to 12 nm all molar ratios, indicating that the individual free polymer chains existed and that the broad mean-diameter distribution was due to the spheres having short coronal chains.

The main reason for the various morphologies of these diblock mixtures in THF and DMF solutions is the differing chain behavior of the PVPh and P4VP blocks. In THF, hydrogen bonds are maximized and the chain interaction could be highly stretched, thus favoring vesicles. In DMF, the complex are tightly bound and certainly characterized by a coil conformation that could explain the spherical morphology. The different chain length in these diblock copolymers mixture does not influence the self-assembly structure behavior in THF and DMF solutions, which is different with the bulk phase behavior of diblock copolymers mixture [9–11].

4. Conclusions

We have examined the coaggregation of PS-b-PVPh and PMMA-b-P4VP copolymers, with blocks of hydrogen bonding units of various lengths, in THF and DMF. Conicellization occurred through strong hydrogen bonding between the PVPh and P4VP blocks, leading to structures exhibiting different morphologies in THF and DMF solutions because DMF interfered with the hydrogen-bonding interactions between PVPh and P4VP to a greater extent than did THF. The inter-polymer hydrogen bonded-mediated complexation between PS-b-PVPh and PMMA-b-P4VP in THF resulted in lower-mobility of PVPh/P4VP complex cores and vesicular complexes surrounded by PMMA and PS chains. In contrast, the systems in DMF possessed highly swollen PVPh/P4VP blend cores and a patched distribution of PS and PMMA as coronas. Scheme 1 illustrates the formation of these vesicular and patched spherical micellar complexes and the possible mechanism of micellization medi-

---

**Fig. 9.** TEM images of micelles formed in DMF from PS80-b-PVPh10/PMMA80-b-P4VP20 blends at molar ratios of (A) 1/2 (stained with I2), and (B) 1/1 (I2; the sample in the inset was stained with RuO4. (C) CONTIN size-distribution of the micelles as measured using DLS.
ated by hydrogen-bonding interactions between complementary polymers.
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